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About This Game

Mel's wedding day isn't going according to plan. Her worst enemy has stolen her man, and a mysterious ghost has appeared to
inform Mel that her evil ancestor, Mordred Darkthrop, has passed down his most precious possession to her: a magical orb with

the power of death. Wanting nothing to do with her wicked ancestor, Mel must now seek out the orb and destroy it, before
someone else with the power to use it discovers its location.

Aveyond: The Lost Orb is the third book in the Orbs of Magic series. In this adventure, Mel must find the Orb of Death and
destroy it before it falls into wicked hands. Mel’s journey takes her to the Empire of Eldrion, where the secrets of the lost orb

and danger await. Unbeknownst to Mel, dark forces are watching her every move with dire intentions.
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Solve dozens of adventure puzzles and explore an enchanting world. Aveyond: The Lost Orb is packed with monsters, magic,
and humor. Destroy an evil orb. Explore forests, deserts, and mountains within the mighty Eldrion Empire. And whatever you

do, don’t let the empress know you can cook.

Games that have been released in the series:

Aveyond: Lord of Twilight (DOWNLOAD HERE)
Aveyond: Gates of Night (DOWNLOAD HERE)
Aveyond: The Lost Orb (DOWNLOAD HERE)

Aveyond: The Darkthrop Prophecy (DOWNLOAD HERE)

Features:

HUMOR. Lots of it. Humor is the core of Aveyond. You will laugh... or else!

Massive world filled with loads of monsters, loot, and civilizations.

Solve dozens of quests.

Collect ingredients and create potions.

Raise pets and collects eggs.

Track your quests with a handy journal.

Select the character to appear on screen - choose which hero will be leading the party.

Play with mouse or keyboard.

Auto save your game at any time.
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short yet fun game had a blast playing it felt like a classic rpg. It was a fun game, but probably the worst Aveyond I played.
Necessary for the rest of the parts, but it was super repetitive. It was mainly hopping back and forth between four places. And
not even in a we're going to stay here for a while and solve this thing kind of way, but in a we're going to this city to get one
thing, go back to find out we need to go into another city for one thing, but the problem still isn't solved. Rinse and repeat. In the
previous games there was enough story and progress that it never felt repetitive, but this one was preyy boring. I liked the new
cities though, and there were lots of creatures for Moo Hatchery. It was also really short, which I didn't appreciate, since
Aveyond 1 and 2 (as well as a lot of their other games) can last 30-60 hours easily.. You might enjoy this if the backtracking and
maze-like areas don't make you throw your computer out the window before you finish the game.

I feel confident saying at least 70% of this game is walking around lost or backtracking. You go to point A, you go back to point
B, walk back to point A, repeat. Every quest sends to far, far away and makes you do mulitple trips often or gives you another
quest to do to extend things out. After I finished the game, all I could think was "wow, glad that's over with." The plot takes
HOURS to advance, pretty much the entire game is focused around trying to get through one cave with convenietly placed
puzzles that are not fun in the least, just there to make you backtrack some more.

Although, when you FINALLY get to end, it actually does start to get pretty fun. The final battle is exciting and intense, though
you might stuggle until you finally find his weakness. If you can get the game for under $5, go for it. But is not worth $10.
5\/10.. I absolutely love the Aveyond series! Every single game... except this one installment of Aveyond 3. This is my least
favorite part. It really feels drawn out like they could have just taken it's main story line and condensed it down and split it
between 3-2 and 3-4 or just tacked it onto either one. It almost feels like you are playing a different game. You lose everything
you built up from the first 2 chapters, and for most of the game your original party is no longer with you (eventually some but
not all will join you for short periods of time). Yeah, your bestie Stella who served as your healer won't join you at all so you
have to stock up on tons of healing items and food. You spend an excessive amount of time walking back and forth to various
places just to get one thing.

As a stand alone game this isn't worth the money or time. If you really want to play through all of Aveyond 3 it's kind of a must
but you don't have to like it and I don't blame you if you don't.. BEST GAME SERIES EVER BUY THEM ALL
ON\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665FOR 1 DOLLAR
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Continues the story. A little different than other three chapters.. Hands down my least favorite game of the series. The story bits
are too far apart, so much that you'll start losing interest. Some new features were added but I didn't like them at all. It was all
too confusing.

The main things start very late in the game. Also, I actually got the main plot twist before even getting there. The previous two
in the series at least had me wondering the fate of the characters.

But then again, I wouldn't want to miss the storyline so I recommend it anyway. It's just that Aveyond 3-2: Gates of Night set the
bar really high. When I finished it, I actually missed the gameplay and the characters.

So don't miss it because the character interactions, the story and the scene before the final battle makes it worthwhile in my
opinion.. Fantastic <3

Virgo VS The Zodiac at BitSummit 7 Spirits this weekend!:
A big hello to all the Degica fans out there!

We here at Degica Games are proud to announce our publishing partnership with Moonana the team behind the unforgiving
timed action turn-based JRPG Virgo Vs The Zodiac! (VVTZ for short!)

Get ready to "Embark on a cosmic quest to follow your fate, or defy your destiny" this Autumn 2019.

store.steampowered.com/app/920320/Virgo_Vs_The_Zodiac/

Along with the news of our publishing partnership, Degica and Moonana will be attending Japan's largest Indie Game event, 
BitSummit 7 Spirits[bitsummit.org], from June 1st & 2nd at Miyako Messe in Kyoto. If you are in Kyoto come on by and
check out the special Virgo Vs The Zodiac demo we will have on display and meet the Moonana team!
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About Virgo VS The Zodiac:. Degica Midweek Madness Sale!:
With the advent of the Degica Midweek Madness Sale, Aveyond: The Lost Orb is currently 50% off! Get it here and check out
Degica’s wide array of other titles as well.

To Celebrate the midweek Madness Sale, Degica is also giving away $4500+ in Steam credit and Games. Just head on over to
the contest page here [package.rpgmakerweb.com]and enter!
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